
JALVAYU TOWERS MYSORE AS ON 21 FEB 22

Major works completed in last fortnight

1. Internal water line checking work completed from first to tenth floor
(inside flats) of Tower B2.

2. Internal electrical line checking work completed from first to fifth floor
(inside flats) of Tower B2.

3. The external MUDA road from T junction of Benson School till the
western side of our project has been completed. It may be noted that AFNHB
team had been in regular liaison with local authorities on the subject and fully
tarred.

Work in progress during last fortnight

1. Formation, sub base laying work, levelling & compaction work in north
side for road work is in progress.

2. Checking of Chamber of sewer & Drain work is in progress on north
side (River Side).

3. Painting work has commenced in B2 block in full swing.

4. It may be noted that there was no work at the site for last one year or so
and it has resulted in a large no. of defects and some incomplete work. To
kick start the work requires work on multiple fronts which has been going on
for last 40 days. Allottees who visited the project site on 10 Feb 23 have had
a detailed interaction with the DG & AFNHB team and had a walk around to
get familiarised with the progress of work.

5. AFNHB is planning to commence handing over of DU, in B2 and A1A
towers in Mar 23, communication to concerned allottees are being finalised
and likely to be issued in next week or so.
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TOWER-A1A: 24 DUPLEX TYPE A1

(12 FLOORS WITH STILT PARKING)

WORK IN PROGRESS

1. Painting & rectification work in progress (inside flats).

PROGRESS AS ON 21 FEB 2023



BLOCK-B2:  40 SIMPLEX TYPE-B-II

(10 FLOORS WITH STILT PARKING)

WORK IN PROGRESS

1. Internal electrical checking work is in progress (inside flats).
2. Painting rectification work is in progress (inside flats)



STORM WATER TANK, U G SUMP

& SWIMMING POOL

1. Swimming pool commissioning & testing work is in progress
2. Water treatment plant commissioning & testing work is in progress.
3. Pool side drain grating fixing work is in progress.



RETAINING & COMPOUND WALL
NORTH SIDE WEST SIDE

1. Painting work (first & second coat) in north side outside the wall towards nalah area.

2. Final finishing work.

COMPOUND WALL
EAST SIDE SOUTH SIDE



ROAD WORK, HUME PIPE WORK &
RAMP WORK

WORK IN PROGRESS

1. Formation, sub base laying, levelling &compaction work for road work is in progress in north
side.

2. Compaction work is in progress in south side.

EXTERNAL CHAMBER WORK AND FIRE
HYDRANTPIPE WORK

WORK IN PROGRESS

1. Chamber checking work is in progress in north side.



SUB STATIONS /TENNIS,BADMINTON&
BASKET BALL COURTS

1. Cleaning of grass has been undertaken.

PARK & OPEN PARKING AREA

1. Cleaning of grass has been undertaken.



SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT-STP

WORK IN PROGRESS

1. Pumping out of wastage sludge is in progress.
2. Checking work of all machineries is in progress.



MISCELLANEOUS PHOTOGRAPHS

WORK AT PROGRESS IN DIFFERENT LOCATIONS











EXTERNAL ROAD OUTSIDE SOCIETY GATE


